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AGRICULTURE NOTE: WELFARE OF EXTENSIVELY
MANAGED LIVESTOCK DURING DRY PERIODS
AGNOTE
Welfare of Extensively M anaged Livestock During Dry Periods
P. Saville, Regional Veterinary Officer, Alice Springs and M . Perez-Ruiz, Senior
Veterinary Officer, Darwin, Biosecurity and Product Integrity
INTRODUCTION
Prolonged dry periods and droughts are a feature of the environment in Australia. The
terms ‘dry period’ and ‘drought’ are used interchangeably in this Agnote and are hot
specifically defined.
To manage cattle successfully in this environment, pastoralists need a broad range of
knowledge and skills which include climate forecasting, pasture management, animal
nutrition and supplementation, and animal welfare. For animals to survive a dry
period, property managers must have the knowledge and skills to develop effective
management plans. An effective plan must not only incorporate acceptable animal
welfare standards, but must also help to maintain the long-term viability of the
business.
This Agnote outlines the minimum animal welfare standards that must be maintained
during extended dry periods, irrespective of whether those periods are officially
declared as drought or not. It also outlines the role and responsibility of Animal
Welfare Inspectors from the Department of Primary Industry, Fisheries and M ines
(DPIFM ).
Failure to maintain these standards could be an offence under the Animal Welfare
Act.
Property managers are responsible for the welfare of their animals at all times
including during drought.
It is necessary to have an animal welfare plan in operation when pastoral conditions
decline.
When all options have been exhausted and stock are in very poor body condition, it is
necessary to increase surveillance to assist animals that are short on feed and water.
Humane destruction may be necessary as It is unacceptable to let animals die a slow
death In the field.

THE ANIMAL WELFARE ACT 2000 (THE ACT)
The Act is principally managed by the Animal Welfare Authority in the Department
of Local Government, Housing and Sport. However, DPIFM plays a leading role in
the welfare of livestock in the Northern Territory (NT)
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WHAT IS ‘ACCEPTABLE’ ANIM AL WELFARE?
DPIFM can assist animal industries to determine ‘acceptable’ animal welfare,
especially where seasonal conditions predispose animals to greater risk. Acceptable
animal welfare standards may change over time, in the light of changes in scientific
knowledge of animals, or due to changing industry practices, or community
expectations.
Rainfall in the NT is both seasonal and variable. Pasture quantity and quality change
accordingly and, as a result, so does the condition of grazing animals. It is normal for
grazing animals to gain weight during the wet season and maintain or lose it during
the dry season. In normal seasons, most animals in a herd would be expected to
maintain at least a strong store body condition (BCS) score of 3/7.
DECISIONS TO M AKE
• As seasonal conditions deteriorate, decide to reduce stock numbers and/or
supplement stock as part of normal dry season management.
• M ake these decisions as early as possible as conditions deteriorate.
• Ensure to maintain livestock in at least store condition (BCS 2)7). When you believe
there is a reasonable chance that these minimum requirements will not be met,
implement risk management plans.
• Where water supplies are likely to be inadequate, move stock to areas with a better
supply or destroy them humanely.

WHAT SHOULD PLANS INDICATE?
What decisions need to be made and under what conditions?
When and how animals will be supplemented, hand fed, agisted, sold or destroyed
humanely?
A reasonable drought management plan and evidence of its effective implementation
will help address animal welfare concerns on your property.

SUSTAINABLE STOCKING RATES
Sustainable stocking rates and acceptable animal welfare standards are closely related.
Producers should maintain sustainable stocking rates and develop property plans that
incorporate effective drought management strategies.
DE-STOCKING
De-stocking, partial de-stocking, or agistment may be the preferred strategy for many
pastoralists when feed is not available.
Cattle assessed not suitable for trucking must not be moved or loaded and must be
managed accordingly at the property of origin.
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Cattle assessed fit for an intended journey must be provided with sufficient feed (good
hay [feed is not available in the holding paddock) and adequate water during the 24
hours prior to loading. Feed, water and rest periods pre-transport are essential if the
period off water during the trip is expected to be long but acceptable.
The selection of cattle fit for a journey is the responsibility of both the consignor and
the driver/transport company. Cattle which go down before or during transport, or are
considered unlikely to survive, must be destroyed humanely as soon as possible to
prevent suffering.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Contact your DPIFM Regional Office. Contact Animal Health Officers at the website
below.
Please visit us at our website:
www.nt.govau/dpifm
Department of Primary Industry, Fisheries and M ines
C) Northern Territory Government
ISSN 01 57-8243
Serial No. 825
Agdex No.420115
Disclaimer: While all care has been taken to ensure that information contained in this
Agnote is true and correct at the time of publication, the Northern Territory of
Australia gives no warranty or assurance, and makes no representation as to the
accuracy of any information or advice contained in this publication, or that it is
suitable for your intended use. No serious, business or investment decisions should be
made In reliance on this information without obtaining independent/or professional
advice in relation to your particular situation.
______________________________________________________________
© Northern Territory Government
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MONITORING PROTOCOLS FOR THE WELFARE OF
LIVESTOCK AT KATHERINE RURAL CAMPUS AND
MATARANKA STATION
M onitoring Protocols for the Welfare of Charles Darwin University Livestock at
Katherine Rural Campus and M ataranka Station
Introduction
For Australia’s livestock industries the Model Codes of Practice for the Welfare of
Animals establish an agreed set of principles and practices. The M odel Codes were
commissioned by the Primary Industries Standing Committee and endorsed by the
Primary Industries M inisterial Council. These Codes are implemented to differing
levels of state and territory legislation and have largely served as (voluntary) guides
for people responsible for the welfare and husbandry of a range of livestock animals.1
The Australian Animal Welfare Strategy has identified enhanced national consistency
in regulation and sustainable improvements in animal welfare based on science,
national and international benchmarks and changing community standards as areas of
priority effort. The strategy covers the humane treatment of all animals in Australia
and guides the development of the model codes of practice.2
Several M odel Codes of Practice for livestock pertain to the animal populations at the
Katherine Rural Campus (KRC) and M ataranka Station (M S). The specific codes of
interest are:
M odel Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals — Cattle, 2nd Edition, 2004,
Commonwealth of Australia.3
M odel Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals — Land Transport of Cattle,
2002, Commonwealth of Australia.4
M odel Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals — Land Transport of Horses,
1997, Commonwealth of Australia.5
Teaching and Learning
Animal welfare standards and ethical treatment of animals must be incorporated into
all training and research involving livestock at KRC and M S. All staff must lead by
example through their actions and words by promoting and demonstrating the highest
standards of animal welfare. All staff must conform to the provisions of the Northern
Territory Animal Welfare Act6, the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use
of Animals for Scientific Purposes7 and the M odel Codes of Practice for livestock. To
ensure that CDU staff are conversant with these codes and legal requirements, staff
training will occur annually.
Duty of Care
The health and welfare of animals used in teaching and research at the KRC and M S
must be a primary concern for all staff at the campuses. As a teaching and research
institution, CDU should be leading the way in livestock practices and procedures. All
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staff members have a duty of care to report any instances where they may feel that the
health, well-being or welfare of one or more animals has been compromised.
As defined by the Australian Code of Practice for the Care and Use of Animals for
Scientific Purposes, the Facility M anager (Ian Gray at date of publication) has
overarching responsibility for all aspects of health and welfare at KRC and M S. The
role of Facility M anager falls within the position description of the M ataranka Station
M anager.
Version 1 — September 2009 Page 1 of 2
Monitoring_Protocols_AnimaLWeltare_KRc&MS.doc
M onitoring of Livestock Health and Welfare
Livestock at KRC and M S are managed in an extensive manner meaning that they are
not physically confined except during times when management procedures are
undertaken. In such management systems, animals must be provided with adequate
food, shelter and water to maintain good health. Other basic welfare needs must also
be provided.
M onitoring must be done with consideration for season, availability of forage,
pregnancy/maternity status and other factors. All staff are responsible for ensuring
that appropriate personnel are notified if it appears that there is a problem. In most
instances, the farm and station staff have direct responsibility for monitoring
availability of feed and water. However, lecturing staff going about daily teaching
also have direct responsibility to fix problems encountered if it is within their ability
and teaching requirements. If this is not possible, notifications must be made in a
timely manner. In all cases, staff have a duty of care to ensure that notifications are
made and actions are taken as appropriate.
Reporting
In the first instance, if staff are unable to correct a deficiency or problem, the Facility
M anager must be notified. If the Facility M anager is not available in a timely manner,
farm/station staff should be notified. If farm/station staff are notified of issues and do
not follow up in a timely manner it is appropriate to notify the NT M anager, Primary
Industries & Community Services Division and/or the Director VET. In addition, the
Chief Instructor, as identified by the Animal Ethics Committee, must be periodically
notified of any health and welfare problems so that reports can be made to the Animal
Ethics Committee.
Issues which may result in non-compliance with welfare standards or could be
construed as non-compliant must be reported to the CDU Animal Ethics Committee
through the Chief Instructor. The Facility M anager will provide a monthly report of
any welfare issues to his/her manager and to the Chief Instructor. Issues may require
more frequent monitoring and reporting depending on their severity. Senior
M anagement of the University will be notified of potential animal welfare issues by
the Chair of the Animal Ethics Committee.
1http://www.daff.gov.au/animal-planthealth/welfare/model_code_of_practice_for_the_welfare_of_animals
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2 http://www.daff.gov.au/animal-plant-health/welfare/aaws
3http://www.pubIish.csiro.au/nid/22/pidf4831.htm
4http://wwwpublish.csiroau/nid/22fpid/2483.htm
5http:/wnw.publish.csiro.au/nid/22/pid/1501.htm
6http://www.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/nt/cconsol_act/awal28txt
7http://www.nhrnrc.govau/publioations/synopses/ea16syn.htm
Version 1 — September 2009
M onitoring_Protocols_AnimaI_Welfare_KRc&M S.doc
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Some important bits from the Australian code of practice for the care and use of
animals for scientific purposes
1.4 Investigators and teachers who use animals for scientific purposes have personal
responsibility for all matters relating to the welfare of these animals. They have an
obligation to treat the animals with respect and to consider their welfare as an
essential factor when planning or conducting projects.
Responsibilities of Institutions
o ensuring that investigators and teachers are aware of their responsibilities under the
Code, including by the provision of educational programs, continuing training and
workshops;
o responding promptly and effectively to recommendations from the AEC to ensure
that all care and use of animals for scientific purposes within the institution remains in
accordance with the Code;
o (v) addressing concerns raised by the AEC regarding non-compliance with the Code
which may include disciplinary action upon advice of the AEC
Investigators and teachers should be familiar with the normal behaviour of the animal
species chosen and knowledgeable about signs of pain and distress specific to that
species and must assess animals regularly for these signs.
o Distress: the state of an animal, that has been unable to adapt completely to
stressors, and that manifests as abnormal physiological or behavioural responses. It
can be acute or chronic and may result in pathological conditions.
• Animals must be handled only by personnel instructed and competent in methods
that avoid pain or distress.
• Humane killing and euthanasia of animals
o 3.3.18 When it is necessary to kill an animal, humane procedures must be used.
These procedures must avoid pain or distress, be reliable and produce rapid loss of
consciousness until death occurs. The procedures should also be compatible with the
scientific or educational aims.
o 3.3.19 The procedures must be performed only by personnel approved as competent
by the AEC or under the direct supervision of a competent person.
o 3.3.20 Animals should be killed in a quiet, clean environment, that is away from
other animals where possible. Death must be established before disposal of the
carcass occurs.
Person-in-charge of breeding and holding facilities
o 4.5.1 Animal acquisition, breeding and holding facilities must be supervised by
persons with appropriate veterinary or animal care qualifications or experience.
o 4.5.2 The person-in-charge should be responsible for:
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• (i) managing the day-to-day care of the animals in holding and breeding facilities;
• (ii) supervising the work of personnel in the facility;
• (Hi) liaising between investigators and teachers and facility personnel; and
• (iv) communicating with the AEC on management of the facility and any adverse
incidents.
6.2 RESPONSIBILITIES OF TEACHERS
o 6.2.1 The person-in-charge of students has responsibility for the care and use of
animals from the time of acquisition until completion of the project. That person
must:
(i) ensure that all care and use of animals is in accordance with the Code and all
relevant provisions of Commonwealth and State or Territory legislation;
(ii) have relevant training and qualifications;
(iii) incorporate into the proposed activities any methods for the Replacement,
Reduction or Refinement in the use of animals, provided such methods are compatible
with the educational objectives;
(iv) obtain AEC approval before the activities commence and ensure that activities are
conducted as directed and approved by the AEC;
(v) where available, use alternative methods to prepare students for teaching activities
involving animals;
(vi) ensure that there is close, competent supervision of all students; and
(vii) ensure that in the event of injury to animals, treatments ranging from a minor
procedure to euthanasia are available.
6.2.2 The teacher responsible must ensure that before commencing work with
animals, students:
(i) are instructed in the appropriate methods of handling and caring for animals; and
(ii) have demonstrated that they are capable of performing the necessary tasks with
care and competence.
Some important bits from the M odel Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals —
Cattle: Basic Welfare Needs
• The people managing and handling cattle must be competent. The skills for
managing and handling cattle include the ability to:
• Work so that stress to cattle is minimised
• Use the natural behaviour of cattle
• Recognise the early signs of distress or disease and to initiate prompt and
appropriate preventative or remedial action
Good stockpersons are flexible in their approach to cattle management and handling
and adapt to the needs of differing cattle and circumstances.
o The basic needs for the welfare of cattle are:
• Adequate quantity and quality of water, food and air to maintain good health
• Social contact with other cattle
• Sufficient space to move and perform normal behaviour patterns
• Protection from: predation, disease or injury (and appropriate treatment if the occur),
adverse extremes of climate where possible
• protection from unnecessary, unreasonable or unjustifiable pain, suffering or injury
o Water — clean, not deprived for longer than 24 hours
o Food — access to food that will maintain their well-being; not deprived for longer
than 48 hrs (24 hrs if in poor condition, late preg or early lactation)
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ANIMAL MANAGEMENT IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Animal M anagement in Emergency Disaster Situations
M ataranka Station and Katherine Rural Campus
Bush Fire
If animals are in affected paddock, move them to safe area if possible without
endangering human life. Acceptable to cut fences or open gates.
Fight fire using standard techniques including notifying Bush Fires NT and requesting
assistance if needed (on VHF Radio Channel 4)
Seek veterinary treatment for injured animals
Flood
M ove animals to unaffected areas or paddocks
Acceptable to cut fences or open gates
Seek veterinary treatment for injured animals
Drought
Follow protocols established by NT DRDPIFR Agnotes: Welfare of Extensively
M anaged Livestock During Dry Periods
Seek veterinary treatment for injured animals
Suspected Foreign Animal Disease Outbreak
Contact local DRDPIFR veterinarian for advice
Do not move any animals on, off or within the property until advice obtained

SOP-Emergency Procedures for Disaster Situations.doc

Page 1 of 1
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MATARANKA CATTLE REPORT1 WEEK ENDING 18
OCTOBER 2009
Weaner/Yearling steers2 from Lower Beswick Creek Corridor were mustered by
Spud Thomas (Contractor) and Grant Parker (CDU Lecturer) back to Homestead
Yards.
These steers then underwent an intensive education process in order for them to ‘catch
up’ to their half-sibs which were educated the previous week with assistance from
Suzie Holbery (KRC Overseer).
Weaner/Yearling Heifers in Parnell Paddock also received training at the Parnell
Yards.
Cows from Bottom Toms and Big Horse paddocks were vaccinated with Botulinuum
Vaccine and moved to Highway Paddock. The following morning these cows, along
with the cows from Wire Hill Paddock which had made their way back to Highway
Paddock, were all walked back to Wire Hill Paddock which is now also open to
Yellow Water Hole Paddock.
Weaners from Luckies and Toms paddocks were mustered to Homestead yards and
drafted into same sex groups.
Steer portion were walked to Tiger Hill Paddock.
Heifer portion were moved to Roper Paddock.
Entire males (120) were transported to Phoenix Park to be “freshened up” and either
be marketed directly from Phoenix Park or returned to M ataranka Station once pasture
conditions improve following the start of the “wet season”.
Remaining in the Homestead yards are 60 very light weaners, 130 unbranded females
and 10 cull cows which are non lactating and non pregnant.
It is anticipated the 130 heifers will be branded within the next week and moved to
Roper Paddock.
The 10 cull cows will be trucked to Katherine Rural Campus where they will join
other cull cows already housed at KRC being utilised in Artificial Insemination
training in the next fortnight.
Over 130 large square bales (average 540 Kilogram) of millet hay has been fed out
over the past month which equates to in excess of 70 tonnes of fodder.
In addition to this, another ten tonnes of hard feed in the form of either Adelaide
River Weaner Pellets (16% Protein and 10.5 M ega joules Energy) or Riverina High

1
2

Attached to DR Heim’s email of 18.10.2009 (02:38pm)
A male of the cattle family , especially a y oung bull, that has been castrated before reaching sexual maturity and is kept for beef.
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Energy Weaner Pellets (16% Protein and 11 M ega Joules Energy) has been fed to
both weaner cattle and breeders in light condition.
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PURCHASES FOR MATARANKA STATION 2009
TABLE OF 2009 PURCHASES FOR M ATARANKA STATION
Req No.

Date

Supplier

Description

06/02/2009

Purchase
Order
265530

R269144

Quantity

Cost

Landmark

LNT Uramol Blocks - 100kg

24

$3108.00

R271149

24/03/2009

267763

Landmark

LNT Phosrite Blocks - 100kg

2

$2760.00

R271495
R274274

01/04/2009
21/05/2009

267997
270502

Elders Ltd
Landmark
Katherine

Calf weaner pellets/bag 120
Uramol 100kg blocks

2
24

$2142.00
$30720.00

XLR8 Calf Pellets bags/20kg

2

$1488.00

XLR8 Calf pellets bags/20kg/144
bags
Jarra Round Bales
XLR8 pellets 20kg bags/144 bags
Denkavite milk supplement/bag
Breeder Mix

3

$2232.00

56
3
2
26

$2545.20
$2376.00
$86.36
$24570.00

Heifer Mix
Denkavite milk supplement/bag
NZAG Top calf milk replacer
Hay round bales
NZAG Top calf milk replacer
Coopers boost blocks 100 kg
Salt med coarse 25kg
Hay round bales
Denkavite milk supplement/bag

2
1
10
2
1
26
6
2

$1550.00
$73.07
$58.27
$1188.00
$132.68
$1170.00
$286.00
$420.00
$146.00

22
5
30
9
48

$1540.00
$3655.20
$3686.10
$630.00
$4320.00

4.2

$4794.00

4
48

$4794.00
$4752.00

2.4

$686.64
$4320.00

2
2
10

$2800.00
$13.72
$130.72
$6580.00

12

$12645.60

14
10

$23417.10
$12250.00

10
115
10

$10538.00
$5750.00
$10650.00

10

$10650.00

20

$18500.00

4

$2720.00

R274369

21/05/2009

273578

Landmark

R275248
R276319
R247466
R278398

10/06/2009
24/06/2009
26/06/2009
06/07/2009

271734
272735
272927
275120

Landmark
Landmark
Landmark
Stocklick
Trading

SDOL
SDOL
SDOL
SDOL
SDOL
SDOL
SDOL
R279213

08/07/2009
26/07/2009
29/07/2009
04/08/2009
08/08/2009
08/08/2009
08/08/2009
17/08/2009

-

-

275811

Landmark

Hay Round Bales
R279778
R279777
R280221
R280612

21/08/2009
21/08/2009
01/09/2009
07/09/2009

276310
276311
276633
277094

Elders Ltd
Landmark
Landmark
King
Producers
Landmark

R280614

07/09/2009

277095

R281195
R281661

15/09/2009
07/09/2009

277830
278021

Elders Ltd
King
Producers

SDOL
R281824

25/09/2009
29/09/2009

278469

Landmark

XLR8 calf pellets 20kg/240 bags
Millet Hay
Cavalcade Round Bales
Millet Hay /bale
Adelaide River Weaner
Pellets/bag x 168
Boost Bloc ks 100 kg
Millet Hay
Salt med coarse 25kg bags
Square Bales Millet Hay /tonne x
25 bales
Jarra Round bales x 112

SDOL
SDOL
R282115

02/10/2009
02/10/2009
05/10/2009

278527

Landmark

R282116

05/10/2009

278616

Elders Ltd

NZAG top calf milk replacer
Denkavite milk replacer
ARG weaner pellets 35kg
bags/280
30+ P Ridley blocks 100kg
1050kg bilka bags Ky nophos 21

R282933

14/10/2009

279596

Elders Ltd

Boost Lick Blocks 100 kg
30% Urea = P Ridley Lick blocks

R283891
R285331

03/11/2009
26/11/2009

280477
281922

Landmark
Landmark

R285335

27/11/2009

282073

Landmark

R285530

14/12/2009

282249

Stocklike

Jarra hay round bales
Rumevite 30% + P 100kg blocks x
100
Rumevite 30% + P 100kg blocks x
100
Mat/wet season 2009/tonne
Weaner feed/tonne
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AEC INSPECTION – 7 MAY 2010
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